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As part of the sterilization restructuring project led in our hospital since 2012, the decision 
was taken to transfer the skills about recomposition of surgical boxes from the operating 
room nurses to sterilization agents. The aim of this work is to present the chosen method 
and the difficulties we encountered while implementing this new organization. 

The different stages took place as follows: 
- Validation of the surgical boxes composition by referent nurses and surgical units’ managers, 
- Shooting of surgical instruments and insertion of photos in the software of management and 
traceability in order to facilitate the recomposition, 
- Staff training: theoretical then practical training based on mentoring and assessment by 
referent nurses. 4 levels are defined: totally autonomous (basic and complex surgical boxes), 
partially autonomous (basic only), in course of acquisition and to train. 

935 different surgical boxes are used in our hospital. Instruments in a single example are 
excluded from the perimeter of the study. The progress varies with the surgical unit, the 
results hereafter take those differences into account (April 1, 2015): 
- Validation of the surgical boxes composition: from 9% to 100%, with an average of 90%, 
- Insertion of photos: from 0% to 100%, with an average of 73% (in 12 months), 
- Staff training: 84% are totally autonomous, 5% are partially autonomous, 3% are in course 
of acquisition and 8% will be trained.  

Despite the difficulties, sterilization agents appreciate to enrich their missions. After the 
surgery units, the validation of the surgical boxes composition and the insertion of photos 
will also be applied to the medical devices from the care units and to complex surgical 
boxes that remain recomposed by operating room nurses. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Difficulties have been encountered: 
- Delays in validating the surgical boxes composition by surgical units, corrections for some 
composition that were already validated because of conflicts between the theoretical 
composition and the surgical instruments present in surgical boxes, 
- Difficulties when inserting photos in the management and traceability software, 
- Difficulties when mentoring: workload too important to free agents and nurses.  
The different stages previously described took place at the same time inducing delays.  


